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The Bridge: Where high-speed 
printing meets highly-efficient 
inserting

Production printing has evolved to the next level with the introduction of an innovative and 

unique solution that for the first time fully facilitates ultra-fast colour or mono printing with 

high-performance inserting in one seamless operation. 

Riso UK, with its reputation for delivering ideal solutions to its customers, has partnered with 

BÖWE SYSTEC to bring to the market The Bridge.

Due to be showcased for the first time in the UK at IPEX, ExCel in March, The Bridge is an 

integrated print-and-mail solution ideal for hybrid mail applications and immediate reprints, 

reducing cost and time for short and medium print runs.

Tatsuo Murakami, who heads up the Tokyo-based company in the UK, commented: “The Bridge 

offers a white paper mailing solution. With its unique inkjet technology, high speed and 

reliability the Riso ComColor enables The Bridge solution to be a cost effective option for full 

colour or mono end-to-end mailings.”

The integration of the two systems enables users to print documents on demand, on the latest 

ComColor inkjet printers from Riso, with the use of a white paper solution eliminating waste 

from out of date stock, saving time and money. The Bridge automates all production steps. 

After the mailings have been printed on demand, they are automatically transported to the 

proven BÖWE SYSTEC Vario inserting system where they are then inserted.

The Bridge is an ideal solution to the processing of hybrid mail, the processing of sensitive 

documents such as confidential billings, medical documents, administrations and legal 

documents, all with confidentiality of date assured because no manual intervention is required 

between printing and inserting.



An optional opaque cover additionally prevents operator visibility and interventions from the 

outside and therefore guarantees 100 percent integrity. 

Waleed Khan, Managing Director of BÖWE SYSTEC UK explained: “The Bridge gives customers 

much more flexibility in how they manage their print and mailing. It provides them with the 

power, speed and reliability to produce up to 8,200 finished items in an hour. That’s in addition 

to the print runs they normally do but without the need to add large, expensive print solutions 

to their systems.”

Visit Riso at IPEX 2014 on stand N2-D191 to find out more about The Bridge, the innovative 

solution for the implementation of a White Paper Factory in the mailroom and production 

environments.

BÖWE SYSTEC, headquartered in Augsburg, tops the list of European suppliers for high-speed 

inserting, card mailing and card logistics, reading technologies, mail sorting systems as well as 

innovative software, pre and post equipment.

Riso is a company dedicated to providing the very best ‘ideal’ solutions to meeting customers’ 

printing needs. Riso owns more than 1,600 global patents, and this commitment has helped 

claim a number of industry ‘firsts’ in full-colour inkjet technologies. 

For more information, please visit www.boewe-systec.com and www.riso.co.uk.
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A hi-res version of The Bridge image is available by emailing wayneswiffin@mandatumpr.co.uk

Notes to editors

RISO KAGAKU CORPORATION (RISO) is the leading manufacturer and distributer of high-speed 
inkjet printers and digital duplicators. RISO strives to create fundamentally unique products in 
paper-based communication through an approach that emphasizes productivity, cost 
containment, and versatility. RISO products are used in over 180 countries and regions 
worldwide in various settings that include businesses, schools, governments and public 
agencies.

For more about Riso in the UK, visit www.riso.co.uk.
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